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Requirements 

Ensemble: 

This piece calls for 9 players. If more players are desired, the quartets may be augmented. The soloist is always alone. 
The nine players are broken into three groups:

The Soloist: 2 stalks of Celery
Quartet I: 2 stalks of celery for each performer
Quartet II: 1 stalk of celery for each performer

Materials:

14 stalks of washed celery. Length is proportionate to performance time (ideally ≥ 7 inches)
8 wooden cutting boards (one for each member of quartet I and II)
8 clean-edge chef knives (can range in size, one for each member of quartet I and II)
8 small tables or 2 long tables for cutting boards, giving ample room for Quartet I and II to perform cutting duties
A chair
A lamp or a extremely dim light

Staging:

Soloist sits on a chair placed approximately in the middle of the room/audience. Quartet I and II, situated in front of 
tables with cutting boards, knives, and celery, will be on opposite sides of the room, (preferably blocking exits). Lamp is 
to be placed in a corner with light shining up the wall. The room is to be dark, but bright enough for Quartet I and II to 
see cutting boards. 



Performance Instructions

I

With lamp lit, Soloist siting on chair, and performers of Quartet I and II standing at the  designated areas set in the 
staging instructions. Facing straight ahead, Soloist will proceed to eat the first stalk of celery in a relaxed fashion. Mouth 

slightly open to amplify mastication, but not open enough to be considered “rude.” After approximately 25 seconds, 
soloist should begin to open and close mouth slightly to alter sound while masticating. This should be done subtly 

enough that the audience does not notice the action, and only perceives this via sound.
Part I is complete when celery is fully consumed and swallowed.

II

When Part I is complete, Quartet I will proceed to break one stalk of celery into smaller pieces. The pieces can range 
in size and shape, but the smaller the better. The pop of the celery breaking is the key sound of Part II. After celery is 
broken down to smaller pieces, the performer will begin to eat broken down celery. Once again, chewing in a relaxed 

fashion with the mouth slightly open to amplify mastication, but not enough to be considered “rude.” Part II is 
complete when celery is fully consumed and swallowed by all performers of Quartet I.

III

When Part II is complete, Quartet II will proceed to chop celery to approximately ½ inch pieces. Each performer of 
Quartet I, after 3-5 seconds, will also begin to chop 2nd piece of celery into ½ inch pieces.  After celery is chopped, 

performer will consume prepared celery. When last performer is three pieces away from finishing their celery, Soloist 
will begin to eat 2nd stalk of celery. As with the Part I, mouth should be slightly open to amplify mastication, but not 

open enough to be considered “rude.” Piece is complete when celery is fully consumed and swallowed by the soloist. 


